
 
 

 

  

OurCrowd Portfolio Companies 

  

  

Consumer Software 

Agentology (formerly My Agent Finder): Real-estate platform that keeps leads fresh 24/7 and connects 

realtors with motivated prospective buyers and sellers 

Amitree: Revolutionary workflow management tool that streamlines the home-buying administrative 

maze 

Bouqs: Direct-to-consumer e-commerce platform for purchasing fresh flowers 

Blink: Mobile platform that generates highlight videos from eSports events that can be easily edited and 

shared 

Cimagine: Augmented reality platform that allows consumers to instantly “see and imagine” physical 

products in their intended locations [SOLD] 

Eyeway Vision: Developing the next generation of AR that uses laser-based scanning to “write” images 

directly onto the user’s retina, emulating the way humans naturally see the world  

FreshKeep: Uses IoT technology to revolutionize food storage and limits food waste 

Magisto: AI-based video production and distribution of high-quality videos for businesses with no need 

for video expertise 

MissBeez: Mobile app that brings beauty specialists, on-demand, to the door of the busy modern woman 

NextPeer: Allows mobile game developers to easily integrate a top-class multiplayer feature into the 

gaming experience [SOLD] 

Parko: Cuts time spent looking for parking by automatically matching departing and arriving cars [SOLD] 

Replay Technologies: Leading developer of 360-degree 3D video that captures every angle at professional 

sporting events [SOLD] 

Rimoto: Sponsor the high cost of data used by your app while your customers are abroad, helping you 

maintain user engagement during their trip 

Splacer: online marketplace for people to rent and list unique event spaces 

Stringify: IoT automation service that allows people to connect all their devices and digital services in one 

place [SOLD] 

Takes: Enables you to take a picture and a video simultaneously [CLOSED] 

Zcast: Live podcast broadcasting and direct interaction with listeners on social networks [CLOSED] 

  

  

Cyber 

AppDome: Quickly add mobile security, SDKs, and other services to apps in a single platform, without 

coding 

Argus: The most comprehensive, modular, and multi-layered cybersecurity solution for connected cars 

[SOLD] 

BioCatch: Uses behavioral biometrics to authenticate users and detect online fraud 

CyberX: Detects both cyber and operational incidents in real time and maximizes uptime for industrial 

systems 

https://www.myagentfinder.com/
https://www.amitree.com/
http://www.thebouqs.com/
https://www.blink.gg/
http://www.cimagine.com/#_blank
https://www.freshkeep.co/
https://www.magisto.com/
http://www.missbeez.com/#_blank
https://www.nextpeer.com/#_blank
http://www.parko.co.il/#_blank
http://replay-technologies.com/
http://www.rimoto.com/
http://www.splacer.co/
https://www.stringify.com/
http://www.takes.com/#_blank
https://beta.zcast.co/#_blank
https://www.appdome.com/
http://www.argus-sec.com/#_blank
http://www.biocatch.com/#_blank
https://cyberx-labs.com/en/home/


 
 

 

Cognigo (formerly D.Day Labs): Uses advanced AI to help organizations maximize data security, data 

management, and GDPR compliance with minimal effort 

Fireblade: Cloud-based website security for e-commerce businesses [SOLD] 

Kenna Security: Helps customers prioritize pressing cyber vulnerabilities by assigning a logarithmic risk 

score 

Morphisec: cyber solution that outsmarts hackers by morphing and obscuring the storage locations of key 

system resources 

Opaq (formerly Bat Blue): Provides cloud-based security while optimizing network performance 

OZONE.ai (formerly Covertix): Data protection and tracking for any file on any device [CLOSED] 

ThetaRay: AI-based detection and protection against financial fraud, money laundering, and ATM attacks 

in real time 

  

Energy & AgTech 

Centaur Analytics: IoT developer of devices that track the quality of stored agricultural products to 

minimize waste 

CropX : App-operated sensor system that optimizes crop irrigation and fertilization 

EdenShield: Non-toxic crop protection that makes produce invisible to insects by masking its fragrance 

enVerid: Revolutionary air treatment technology that increases energy savings and indoor air quality 

while reducing greenhouse gasses 

Lucid Energy: Harnesses excess head pressure from moving water to produce low-cost electricity 

[CLOSED] 

Taranis: Sensor-and-software suite that uses big data to help farmers optimize crop management using 

problem detection and prediction 

Turbulent Energy: Revolutionary device for mixing, separating, and homogenizing liquids and gasses 

quickly, efficiently, and with less harmful emissions 

  

Enterprise Software 

Applango: Provides companies with insight into software usage to optimize performance 

Apploi: Streamlining the recruitment process for service industries with high employee turnover 

Bizzabo: Control center for event planning and attendee experience that consolidates logistical, 

promotional, and social tools 

Briefcam: Synopsis technology that compresses video streams and revolutionizes video surveillance 

[SOLD] 

Capester (Pish Pash): Mobile video authentication technology for crowdsourced law-enforcement 

[CLOSED] 

data.world: Enables users to easily collect and integrate data, discover trends, and collaborate on any 

data set  

Edgybees: AR software for drones and other high-speed moving platforms, with applications in first 

response, media, gaming, and more 

EquityX: Blockchain-enabled marketplace in which start-ups and service providers can collaborate using 

equity as currency 

http://ddaylabs.com/
http://www.fireblade.com/#_blank
https://www.kennasecurity.com/
http://www.morphisec.com/#_blank
http://opaqnetworks.com/
http://www.covertix.com/#_blank
https://www.thetaray.com/
http://centaur.ag/
http://www.cropx.com/#_blank
http://www.eden-shield.com/#_blank
http://www.enverid.com/#_blank
http://www.lucidenergy.com/#_blank
http://www.taranis.ag/#_blank
http://turbulentenergy.com/#_blank
http://www.applango.com/
https://www.apploi.com/
https://www.bizzabo.com/#_blank
http://briefcam.com/#_blank
http://www.capester.com/en
https://data.world/
http://www.edgybees.com/
https://www.equityx.com/


 
 

 

eVigilo: Geo-targeted mass notification system (MNS) sent through all major forms of media capable of 

alerting millions of people about calamities 

Freightos: Online marketplace that facilitates the logistical process of international shipping by providing 

instant quotes and rate management for importers, exporters, forwarders, and shippers 

inflowz: AI-powered sales process optimization that makes data-driven suggestions about resource 

allocation to increase revenue, and guides representatives based on targeted and proven strategies 

mPrest: Global provider of high performance monitoring, integration, and control solutions for critical 

systems across the defense, security, and utilities sectors, including the Iron Dome Missile Defense 

System 

bold360 by LogMeIn (formerly Nanorep): Automated customer service provider featuring an innovative AI 

chatbot and live-agent software [SOLD] 

Nexa3D: Developer of innovative 3D-printing technology that creates more affordable, more accurate 

products in minutes instead of hours 

NeverWare: Developer of the CloudReady operating system that transforms obsolete computers into 

secure, fast, and affordable Chrome devices 

NooBaa: Software-only solution for enterprise data management that combines the convenience and 

flexibility of public cloud storage with the security of on-premise storage 

Panorama: Business intelligence software (Necto) that enables any business user to create high-quality 

dashboards without any coding background 

PowWow: Rapid end-to-end solution that transforms even the most complex enterprise apps into 

modern and simple native mobile apps 

Proov: Pilot-as-a-service platform that streamlines proof of concept testing between corporations and 

startups 

Sense Education: AI-based education solution that helps instructors provide personalized feedback when 

grading a large volume of free-text assignments 

StackIQ: Automates the task of managing the complex software infrastructure required for utilizing big 

data and cloud computing [SOLD] 

StorePower: White label solution that enables brick-and-mortar grocers to provide online shopping 

options for their customers 

Tapit: Easy content transfer through tapping with NFC technology [CLOSED] 

TechSee: Visual technical support that uses AR to remotely demonstrate the technician’s instructions  

Wave: Free online financial management software for small businesses that includes accounting, 

invoicing, and payroll services 

Wayup: Leading digital platform for employers to reach, recruit, and engage early career candidates  

 

FinTech 

BillGuard: Personal finance app that fights credit card fraud through crowdsourced vigilance and 

surveillance [SOLD] 

Borro: Online luxury asset-backed lending platform [CLOSED] 

CrediFi: Uses data and risk analysis from the commercial real estate market to provide a unique credit 

score that allows for insight-driven lending and investment decisions  

EMQ: Trusted, secure, and low-cost alternative to international money transfer  

http://www.evigilo.net/#_blank
https://www.freightos.com/#_blank
https://www.inflowz.com/
http://www.mprest.com/#_blank
https://www.bold360.com/
https://www.nexa3d.com/
http://www.neverware.com/
http://www.noobaa.com/#_blank
http://www.panorama.com/#_blank
http://powwowinc.net/
https://proov.io/#_blank
http://www.sense.education/
http://www.stackiq.com/
http://www.storepower.com/#_blank
http://www.techsee.me/#_blank
https://www.waveapps.com/
https://www.wayup.com/
https://www.billguard.com/#_blank
https://www.borro.com/
https://www.credifi.com/#_blank
https://www.emq.com/


 
 

 

HoneyBook: Platform that allows creative entrepreneurs to easily and professionally manage their 

business’s administrative, marketing, and financial needs, freeing up more time to spend on their craft 

Revolution Credit: Groundbreaking behavioral analytics platform that helps financial service providers 

make better credit decisions by modernizing the outdated credit score system 

Rewire: Digital money transfer payment middleman that saves customers on international transaction 

fees 

 

Hardware and IoT: 

Airobotics: A pilotless drone solution with a multipurpose, on-demand, industrial-grade platform 

BT9: End-to-end cold supply chain management solution with real-time monitoring and alerts 

Celeno: Next-gen Wi-Fi for the era of high-speed connectivity through proprietary chipsets, edge 

software, and cloud technology 

Clipfort: Gun safety solution using a biometric fingerprint reader on the gun’s magazine 

Consumer Physics: Pocket-sized molecular sensor that identifies the chemical makeup of anything in the 

physical world  

Corephotonics: Developing a mobile camera that perfects mobile photography, known for its dual camera 

high-quality imaging technology  

Highcon: Digital converting solution for visual communication post-print processes such as folding carton 

converting and commercial printing 

Invertex: Anatomical 3D scanning of customer’s foot for precise and instant product sizing and 

customization that revolutionizes shoe e-commerce [SOLD] 

Intuition Robotics: AI-driven robotic companion, Elli-Q, that promotes active aging in older adults by 

enabling easy and intuitive access to technology that provides a seamless connection with family and 

friends 

Mark One: Smart cup and accompanying app that tracks water consumption and encourages users to hit 

a personalized healthy hydration target  

MUV Interactive: Developer of ring-like device that allows users to interact with media without being 

bound by the constraints of a single, traditional screen 

Nailo:  Stealth-mode, next-generation personal cosmetic device powered by machine vision 
NSLComm: Applying nano-satellite expertise to launch expandable antennas into space that allow cost 

savings, lighter launch loads, and over ten times the bandwidth of larger traditional models 

Pixie: Tags and supporting app that accurately locates everyday physical objects [CLOSED] 

PQ eyewear: Personalization of eyewear to customers via smart scanning and 3D-printed glasses that fit 

your face [CLOSED] 

uBeam: Wireless, contactless charging through ultrasound  

Unispectral: Developing miniature, low-cost hyperspectral imaging MEMS sensors for smartphone 

camera applications that combine image capture, computer vision, and spectroscopy to create 

“intelligent” images 

VocalZoom: a unique optical sensor technology for accurate measurement of distance, speed, and 

vibration for predictive maintenance at scale with very low integration costs 

 

Mobility: 

https://www.honeybook.com/
http://www.revolutioncredit.com/
https://www.rewire.to/
http://www.airobotics.co.il/
http://www.bt9-tech.com/#_blank
http://www.celeno.com/
http://www.clipfort.com/
https://www.consumerphysics.com/#_blank
http://corephotonics.com/#_blank
http://www.highcon.net/#_blank
http://www.invertex3d.com/#_blank
https://www.intuitionrobotics.com/
https://www.myvessyl.com/
http://www.muvinteractive.com/#_blank
http://www.nailo.co/
http://www.nslcomm.com/
https://www.getpixie.com/#_blank
https://www.pqbyronarad.com/
https://ubeam.com/
http://www.unispectral.com/
http://vocalzoom.com/#_blank


 
 

 

Arbe Robotics: Building real-time 4D imaging radar to allow autonomous cars to analyze their 

surroundings in all environments and conditions  

Boatbound: Peer-to-peer boat rental marketplace [SOLD] 

Engie: Provides car diagnostics in real-time and offers a range of price quotes from nearby mechanics 

Hailo: Semiconductor company developing a proprietary chip for AI and machine learning in edge devices 

rather than in data centers/the cloud with a focus on data-processing in autonomous vehicles 

Innoviz: Enabling autonomous mobility with solid state LiDAR sensors, sensor fusion, and accurate 

mapping and localization products 

JUMP (formerly Social Bicycles): Fully integrated smart bike-sharing platform [SOLD] 

Phantom Auto: Remote operation solution for autonomous vehicles 

skyTran: A faster, greener form of travel using magnetic levitation technology, offering the first real 

alternative to cars, circumventing traffic at a much lower cost per mile than other forms of ground 

transportation 

VayaVision: Raw data sensor fusion platform and 'point & shoot' LiDAR for autonomous cars 
Virgin Hyperloop One: Ground transportation at airline speed for passengers and freight using a reduced-

pressure tube with magnetically levitated pods 

Zoomcar: India's largest self-drive mobility company 

  

  

Marketing & AdTech 

AppForma: automated marketing and social media platform for SMBs using artificial marketing 

intelligence [SOLD] 

BIScience: competitive intelligence tool for online media that tracks and analyzes the success of 

competitors’ marketing strategies 

Crosswise: Cross-device identification mapping service that allows advertisers to consistently target 

individuals across different devices [SOLD] 

Curiyo: Keeps readers on a website by bringing related content directly to them [CLOSED] 

Influitive: Platform for B2B marketers to easily mobilize advocates to refer new customers and 

significantly enhance marketing campaigns   

MentAd: Predictive-marketing platform that helps businesses identify new profitable opportunities and 

increase customers [SOLD] 

Near: Ambient intelligence platform that helps businesses understand consumers in varied environments 

and offers actionable contextual data 

PushApps: Transforms traditional push notifications into multi-optioned, dynamically optimized 

interactive notifications [CLOSED] 

Shopial: Turns an online store into a Facebook store in 3 clicks, empowering brands to reach more 

customers [SOLD] 

Ubimo: Leverages AI and location data analysis to enable advertisers to send the right messages to the 

right audience at the right time 

Viewbix: Platform for engagement-based video with actionable insights that allows clients to quickly and 

easily add brand assets, interactive applications, and calls to action to videos 

Webydo: Code-free website design built for web designers 

http://www.arberobotics.com/
https://boatbound.co/
http://www.engieapp.com/#_blank
https://www.hailotech.com/
https://www.innoviz.tech/
http://socialbicycles.com/
https://phantom.auto/
https://www.skytran.com/
https://www.vayavision.com/
https://hyperloop-one.com/
http://www.zoomcar.com/
https://www.appforma.com/#_blank
https://www.biscience.com/#_blank
http://crosswise.com/#_blank
http://www.curiyo.com/#_blank
http://influitive.com/#_blank
http://www.mentad.com/#_blank
https://near.co/
https://www.pushapps.mobi/#_blank
http://www.shopial.com/#_blank
http://www.ubimo.com/#_blank
http://corp.viewbix.com/
http://www.webydo.com/#_blank


 
 

 

  

Medtech and Digital Health 

Alpha Tau: Treating solid malignant tumors using targeted alpha radiation, while minimizing damage to 

healthy surrounding tissue 

BrainQ: non-invasive technology to treat a range of neurological pathologies that uses AI to detect neural 

patterns in patients and tailors electromagnetic fields to target patients’ impaired neural networks, repair 

neural connectivity, and enhance natural rehabilitation 

DreaMed: Developers of a next-generation machine-learning solution for diabetes management, 

facilitating daily management and patient-doctor communication  

ElMindA: Mapping tool for visualizing neural activity to optimize management of brain disorders and 

injuries 

Global Kinetics Corporation: Wearable sensor and advanced analytics system for tracking movement 

disorder symptoms, such as Parkinson’s Disease, to optimize treatment 

HIL Medical: Compacts the proton-therapy system hardware to make this high-performance cancer 

treatment affordable and space-efficient 

Insightec: MR-guided focused ultrasound technology for non-invasive surgery on patients with essential 

tremors, tremor-dominant Parkinson’s disease, and neuropathic pain 

Intendu: First individualized brain rehabilitation platform utilizing motion-interaction that enables at-

home therapy 

KolGene: Digital management tool for clinicians that streamlines and optimizes the process of ordering 

genetic testing and receiving results 

MedAware: Big data analytics and machine learning that enables healthcare providers and pharmacy 

chains to identify and eliminate prescription errors 

MeMed: Enabling early prescription and preventing misuse of antibiotics with personalized diagnostics by 

decoding the human immune system 

Memic: Laparoscopic surgical robotic arms controlled by the surgeon that allow them to operate on 

previously inoperable areas due to their size and flexibility 

MPIRICA Health Analytics: provides patients and self-insured employers with a simple and trustworthy 

score of medical quality to compare hospitals and surgeons 

MST: Robotic vision system with AI-enabled environment recognition for laparoscopic surgery 

Ossio: Promising improved clinical outcomes by using osteoconductive implant technology without 

changing orthopedic surgical technique 

Pulm One: Portable desktop lung function testing 

RealView Imaging: Developed technology for live holography that provides a natural user experience, 

creating accurate, interactive, 3D holograms without the need any screen or eyewear 

ReWalk: Lightweight exoskeleton that enables those with spinal cord injuries to walk again [NSDQ: RWLK] 

Scopio: Revolutionizing the fields of pathology and microscopy-based diagnostics by introducing the 

world’s first affordable, clinical-grade digital microscope 

Sight Diagnostics: Low-cost blood diagnostics through computer vision that is fast, simple-to-use, and 

accurate 

Surgical Theater: Patient-specific 360-degree VR platform for planning, discussing, and rehearsing 

complex surgical procedures 

http://www.alphataumedical.com/
http://www.brainq.com/
http://www.dreamed-diabetes.com/
http://elminda.com/#_blank
http://www.globalkineticscorporation.com/
http://hilappliedmedical.com/#_blank
https://www.insightec.com/
http://www.intendu.com/#_blank
https://www.kolgene.com/
http://www.medaware.com/#_blank
http://www.me-med.com/
http://www.memicmed.com/#_blank
https://www.mpirica.com/#_blank
http://mst-sys.com/#_blank
http://www.ossio.io/
http://www.pulm-one.com/#_blank
http://www.realviewimaging.com/
http://rewalk.com/#_blank
https://www.scopiolabs.com/
http://www.sightdx.com/#_blank
http://www.surgicaltheater.net/#_blank


 
 

 

Sweetch: Mobile health app with paired wearable device that accurately predicts personal diabetes risk 

and drives long-term behavioral change for prevention 

Syqe Medical: Easy-to-use metered-dose inhaler for medical cannabis that delivers optimum treatment in 

a precise, reliable, and safe way 

Trendlines: Incubator that establishes, invests in, and develops medtech and agtech early-stage 

companies [SGX: 42T] 

UPnRIDE: All-terrain electric wheelchair that enables stable standing and mobility for quadriplegics and 

handicapped individuals 

Zebra Medical Vision: Medical imaging insights platform with algorithm-based assistance for radiologists 

in detecting often overlooked disease indicators by analyzing millions of imaging records and providing an 

automated, accurate, and timely medical image diagnosis 

  

  

Qure: Israel’s first fund focused exclusively on digital health 

CybermdX: Cutting-edge cybersecurity solution for connected medical devices and clinical networks 

Dario: Personalized, pocket-sized, all-in-one glucose meter coupled with a robust real-time mobile app to 

monitor and manage diabetes quickly, efficiently, and accurately 

TytoCare: Transforms primary care and telehealth by connecting people to clinicians with a remote 

examination tool to provide the best home examination and diagnosis solutions 

  

Labs02: OurCrowd’s government-backed seed-stage incubator, in collaboration with Motorola, Reliance, 

and the Hebrew University to advance cutting-edge technology that will shape the future 

C2A: combining large-system security, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and hardware and 

software security solutions to develop cybersecurity for connected vehicles 

ForceNock: Developing a fully autonomous web application security solution that replaces existing WAF, 

API & bot mitigation solutions. The system frees the security teams from managing endless configurations 

and rules while continuing to maintain the highest level of security. 

  

Other Funds 

ADvantage: OurCrowd’s fund focused on early-stage sports-tech, co-founded with the global leAD Sports 

accelerator backed by the Adi Dassler International Family Office 

Cognitiv: Early-stage fund focused on artificial intelligence and cognitive technologies 

Maniv Mobility: Israel's first venture capital fund dedicated exclusively to the new mobility future, 

investing in early-stage transportation innovation 

Oxx: Growth-stage fund focused on B2B software companies in the UK, Nordics, and Israel 

Proof: US-based fund providing proprietary access to the best venture-backed companies 

Radicle Growth: US-based agtech accelerator making large investments in seed-stage companies; joint 

venture with DuPont, Pioneer, Bayer, and Finistere Ventures 

U.S. Venture Partners (USVP): Focused on promising early-stage IT and healthcare ventures; one of the 

most well-established and best-known Silicon Valley venture investment firms 

http://www.sweetch.com/#_blank
http://www.syqemedical.com/#_blank
http://trendlines.com/#_blank
http://www.upnride.com/#_blank
https://www.zebra-med.com/
https://qureventures.com/
https://cybermdx.com/
https://mydario.com/
https://www.tytocare.com/
http://www.labs02.com/
https://www.c2a-sec.com/
https://www.forcenock.com/
https://www.advantagesportsfund.com/
http://www.cognitiv.vc/
http://maniv.com/
https://oxx.vc/
http://proof.vc/
http://radicle.vc/
https://www.usvp.com/

